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Brian(ux) Stevens - 805-404-2349

Skill Title:

Specialist - UX / UCD / UI / SaaS / Designer ( hybrid ) UI.
Designer EXPERT Hand Code CSS3 html5 UI Modeler - A Evolved Product Owner.
Skill Summary:
Advanced UX / UCD / UI Design conception, creation and building concepts including wireframe,
layouts, workflow diagrams - Axure Pro ( current ) / Adobe Xd for rapid application
prototyping and final end user mockups. App image assets preparation for all web based or
native large format, mobile, tablet / ipad devices.
Working both independently and in conjunction with Team sets - UX researchers, upper
management, end users, IA's, BA's and project managers for application requirements, discovery
processes, and to ensure an accurate understanding of UX accountability of all research and
analysis activities.

Whiteboarding

Prototyping

Final Design

Skill History:

UX / UCD SaaS DaaS Designer Specialist - Usability . Product Owner.
SmartLinx - 04/2016 - 12/2017 - Los Angeles CA
Organized and planned discovery processes and discovery points with multiple teams that
included BA and data analysis team sets to discover and define the user experience for their "core
HR enterprise application" - physical processes include UX analysis, research through team
meetings, whiteboarding, wireframing, prototyping, final designs iterations and style conversion,
integration into existing Ui framework.

UX / UCD Designer Specialist - RPR Admin / HR Admin - SaaS - Usability
Expert.

LAdbs ( Department of Building and Safety ) - 01/2015 - 4/2016 - Los Angeles CA
Was responsible for the UX / UI and data points discovery for the creation of their internal ( RPR )
residential property report admin and their HR admin enterprise software applications - this
included white boarding, wireframes and Axure rapid application prototyping to final design
mocks.

UX / UCD Designer Specialist - domestic and international - MMS - SaaS Usability Expert.
WarnerBros Studios - on lot - 06 / 2014 - 01 / 2015 - Olive St, Burbank CA
Defining WB’s new GEMS ( Global Executive Movie System ) formally ( Movie Management
System ) which is used to allocate WB’s movie release dates and a interactive scheduling
calendar with advanced cross data analysis in a advanced calendar UI.

UX / UI Designer Specialist - SaaS - Usability Expert.
Honda - 02 / 2014 - 06 / 2014 - Torrance CA
Developing Honda’s enterprise web based parts allocation and vendor management system for
Honda parts assets for all divisions.

UX Designer / UI Modeler Specialist - SaaS UX Designer / Modeling - Usability
Expert.
Experian - 01 / 2012 - 01 / 2014 - Costa Mesa CA
Developing next generation rapid data entry and rapid data view reporting SaaS application
interface(s) for Experian’s consumer and business data applications.

Webware UI/UX Modeler - Rapid, Portable xHTML/CSS2/3 UI Assembly
Modeling - Usability Expert
itSol, Inc - 10 / 09 - 11 / 11 - insuranceleads.com
Creating, converting and integrating company portals ui including imagery hand coding advanced
CSS and html integrating into CMS /SEO system for live production.

Analyzing business requirements, Creating wireframes and hybrid mockups for a new leads
management system (LMS). Creating the visuals and end user interaction for user experience as
well as converting CSS/ html into the project code base.

Webware UI/UX Expert Designer - Portable xHTML/CSS2 UI Assembly - Web
2.0+ - Usability Master
Mediachase, CA - 10 / 08 - 09 / 09
Designing and developing the UI model and user experience for the companies asp.net
e-commerce ui platform. Includes construction and evaluation of user requirements and
integrating into the source code base.

Master UI Web App UX + Web 2.0 graphics - Usability / xHTML-CSS2 Hand
Coder
greensherpa, CA - 02 / 08 - 10 / 08
Developing UI user experience for the companies personal money management application
includes creating conceptualizing and converting UI into the project face. Also managing project
task requirements with programmers and coding best practices.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Conceived, realized, consolidated, the user experience UX / UI web based and native app
interfaces by simplifying and decongesting the expected end user layout and interactions, setting
and defining all functional user interactions on the client side.
Skilled & Experienced Imagination and tools:
-

Whiteboarding

discovery of business and end user expected 1st or re-legacy use and future app expansions and
or features sets.
-

Wireframing

spec / layout initial user experience UI including ongoingly reconfirming expected user interactions

-

Final End User UX / UI look and feel

Creating in ACS6 Fireworks the final look and feel of the application UX / UI for review and
prepping all image assets for development, including advanced CSS3 / HTML5 presentation layer
markup.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Discovery: Whiteboard, Wireframe, SPA sitemaps, user flows, data point consolidation, final design mockup, Axure.
Software:

Fluent Adobe CS6 / CC suite, Adobe Xd, Sketch, Ai, Fireworks, Ps, markup language CSS3, HTML5.

Production: Edit Plus, Firebug, Web Developer.

For all UX / UI Examples and more skill history go to

www.brianux.com

